Animation role within the College Students Council
The College Students Council is a body of students (13-14 years old) elected within secondary schools
for two years. They meet up Wednesday through various commissions (sports, solidarity,
environment, culture and citizenship) in order to develop projects.
In this context the volunteer will have for main mission in connection with his tutor to :
- Participate in the installation of the council of college students (elections in November, first plenary
session in December)
- Co-animate (with his tutor and / or another European volunteer and / or a young volunteer in civic
service) the commissions: manage the exchanges to help the pupils to give birth, to identify and to
impel their projects
- Accompany the college students in the realization of their project: outing, charity, exhibition, film
(educational and practical help to the creation of tools, supports ....)
- Participate in the reflection, the organization, the setting up and the animation of a final event
which will highlight the projects initiated and / or realized with the whole students council. This
event will take place in June over one or two days and all commissions will take part.
As a team member of the direction, the volunteer will participate in defining the contents of this
event, propose animations....
In addition to his main missions, the volunteer will promote international mobility and his personal
experience (possibly in partnership with the other European volunteer) among college students,
youth in civic service in post at the department or in any other event targeting youth during his
volunteering.
He will also have to present his birth country and the way in which young people live or propose
other activities around their cultures, experiences....
He will also have to propose and develop a personal project during the mission with the support of
his tutor and each resource person. Contacts and any other practical support will be made available
for this achievement.
Volunteers will be associated to all events organized by the service.
These tasks are non exhaustive, the volunteer can be force of proposals to initiate and implement
other projects related to his missions.

